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A RESOLUT]ON

1 Designating June L2, 201,8, ds "Behavior Analyst Appreciation
2 Day" in PennsYlvania.

3 WHEREAS, Behavior analysis is a natural science, distinct

4 from psychol-ogy, in which the interaction between environmental

5 variabl-es and behavior is studied, with that knowledge util-ized

6 to produce effective and efficient methods to teach and increase

T socially significant behaviors whil-e reducing harmful behaviors;
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WHEREAS, B.F. Skinner, a native of Pennsylvania, established

behavior analysis as the experimental- study of how learning

occurs through the interaction between environmental- variabl-es

and behavior over time; and

WHEREAS, The field of behavior analysis contains more than 80

years of experimental research and more than 50 years of applied

research demonstrating the relationships beLween environment and

behavior as weIl as interventions that create socially

significant improvements in an individual's life; and
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WHEREAS, The field of behavior analysis has research evidence
that shows effective and efficient behavior-change procedure,s

that can dramaticarly affect any area of human behavior,
incl-uding mental heal-th, education, health and wellness, weight
ross programs, medication and medical treatment adherence,
gerontology, business management, business leadership, training
and supervision; and

WHEREAS, The fietd of behavior analysis has research evidence
that shows effective and efficient behavior-change procedures
for a wide range of mental health disorders; and

WHEREAS, Applied behavior analysis is widery recognized as

the most effective treatment for children and adults with autism
spectrum disorder and intel-lectual and developmental

disabil-ities, wi-th more than 5o years of scientlfic research
establishing its effectj-veness in producing socially significant
behavior change; and

WHERBAS, The American Academy of pediatrics and the surgeon
Genera] of the united states have endorsed the use of appried
behavior analysis in the treatment of autj-sm spectrum disorder;
and

WHEREAS, Behavior anarysts and behavior analytic
professionals engage in experimental and appried research,
service delivery of interventions based on research and serve as

trainers' supervisors and leaders within organizations engaging
in research and apprication of behavior-change procedures; and

WHEREAS, on a daily basis, behavior anarysts oversee

treatment programming for individuals and conduct assessment of
skills and skll-1 deficits, assessment of unsafe or unhealthy
behavior, deveropment of behavj-or-change procedures, trai-ning of
staff in imprementation of behavior-change procedures,
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col-lection of behavior data to moni-tor the effectiveness of

treatment prograilming, ongoing supervision of staff providing

behavior-change prograniming and col-Iaboration with other

providers and individual-s and their famil-ies to ensure treatment

success; and

WHEREAS, As of 201-1, there were numerous board-certifled

behavior analysts and behavior analyti-c professional-s in this

Commonwealth, including 82 doctoral--level board-certified

behavior analysts , L,OIl board-certified behavior analysts, 28

board-certified assi-stant behavior ana.l-ysts and 229 registered

behavior technicians; therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the House of Representatives designate June

!2, 2OIB, ds "Behavior Analyst Appreciation Day" in

Pennsylvania.
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